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Abstract: Introduction: Artificial Inteligence (AI) application in emergency medicine is subject to ethical and legal inconsisten-
cies. The purposes of this study were to map the extent of AI applications in emergency medicine, to identify ethical
issues related to the use of AI, and to propose an ethical framework for its use. Methods: A comprehensive literature col-
lection was compiled through electronic databases/internet search engines (PubMed, Web of Science Platform, MED-
LINE, Scopus, Google Scholar/Academia, and ERIC) and reference lists. We considered studies published between 1
January 2014 and 6 October 2022. Articles that did not self-classify as studies of an AI intervention, those that were not
relevant to Emergency Departments (EDs), and articles that did not report outcomes or evaluations were excluded. De-
scriptive and thematic analyses of data extracted from the included articles were conducted. Results: A total of 137 out
of the 2175 citations in the original database were eligible for full-text evaluation. Of these articles, 47 were included in
the scoping review and considered for theme extraction. This review covers seven main areas of AI techniques in emer-
gency medicine: Machine Learning (ML) Algorithms (10.64%), prehospital emergency management (12.76%), triage,
patient acuity and disposition of patients (19.15%), disease and condition prediction (23.40%), emergency department
management (17.03%), the future impact of AI on Emergency Medical Services (EMS) (8.51%), and ethical issues (8.51%).
Conclusion: There has been a rapid increase in AI research in emergency medicine in recent years. Several studies have
demonstrated the potential of AI in diverse contexts, particularly when improving patient outcomes through predic-
tive modelling. According to the synthesis of studies in our review, AI-based decision-making lacks transparency. This
feature makes AI decision-making opaque.
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1. Introduction

A growing need for quality care has been observed in recent

years. Healthcare providers worldwide are learning that Arti-

ficial Intelligence (AI) can help them address critical health-
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care challenges (1).

Emergency Departments (EDs) play an important role in ad-

mitting patients who need urgent medical attention. AI can

help improve the patient experience in ED by reducing wait-

ing times, a known factor that decreases patient satisfaction

(2). Nurses and physicians in emergency departments are re-

sponsible for the initial assessment, diagnosis, rapid treat-

ment and stabilization of patients with varying degrees of

severity (3). AI can help emergency medicine departments

categorize patients more quickly and accurately than cur-
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rent methods, which rely heavily on subjective assessments

(4). Current evidence shows that AI can significantly improve

emergency medicine quality and speed. However, some ar-

gue that AI will eventually take over some of emergency per-

sonnel’s work (5). The great promise of AI lies in its ability to

analyse and learn from large amounts of data. It also recog-

nizes patterns that would otherwise be impossible to discern.

This ability has led to questions and concerns about liability

and risk. These concerns relate in particular to the autonomy

of AI applications (6). Some see AI as having a complemen-

tary role to humans, e.g. in decision support and decision

augmentation. This means that humans (e.g. doctors or pro-

grammers) take over supervision and collaborate with AI (7-

10).

Studies have shown that the latter approach performs better

than experts working alone (11). There are also positive ef-

fects on patient outcomes, reduction of errors, optimization

of the healthcare system, a reduction in costs and a higher

return on investment (9). AI applications are not necessar-

ily adopted into routine healthcare practice just because they

are being developed. Research has identified several factors

that influence the adoption of innovations. These factors in-

clude the context (e.g. economic and political context, laws

and regulations, and sociocultural factors), the organization

(e.g. organizational structure, resources and processes), the

group (e.g. professional values and cultures), the individual

(e.g. attitude, motivation, user satisfaction and trust), and

the technology (e.g. ease of use, design, accuracy and ex-

plainability) (11, 12). With this in mind, it is necessary to

learn more about how AI can be integrated into emergency

medicine. This is not only an innovation, but also an aspect

of its unique potential and associated concerns.

Previous reviews have only focused on some aspects of the

process of implementing AI in healthcare, such as data regu-

lation and legal concerns (13, 14), trust and ethics (15-17),

clinical and patient outcomes (18-20), and economic im-

pact (21). AI is also used in healthcare for a range of pur-

poses, such as diagnostics, predictive medicine, and clinical

decision-making (22-24). A few reviews have taken an over-

arching perspective and explored co-production processes

(25), implementation frameworks (26), and critical imple-

mentation barriers or success factors (27) that could help in

developing AI implementation strategies. In general, it is felt

that the implementation of AI in emergency medicine, as a

core component of the healthcare system, could significantly

improve patient care overall. The purposes of this study were

to map the extent of AI applications in emergency medicine,

to identify ethical issues related to the use of AI, and to pro-

pose an ethical framework for its use.

2. Methods

2.1. Study design

Due to the scale and nature of the data of interest to the re-

search question, we decided to conduct a Scoping Review.

This type of literature review focuses on mapping relevant

literature in the area of interest. Compared to systematic re-

views and meta-analyses, this type of study addresses a wide

range of topics and allows for the inclusion of different study

designs. In this study, the model of Arksey and O’Malley

was followed, with further clarification and recommenda-

tions from Levac et al. This scoping review was conducted

according to the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Sys-

tematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) extension for scoping

reviews (PRISMA-ScR) and established frameworks for con-

ducting scoping reviews (28).

2.2. Stage 1: Identifying the research question

Goals and research questions
To ensure that a broad range of literature on the topic of inter-

est is covered, we posed the following initial research ques-

tions to guide the search:

1. What areas have been addressed in the current applica-

tions of AI technology in emergency medical care?

2. Which AI algorithms are most commonly used in emer-

gency medical care?

3. What are the current conditions and rationales for AI tech-

nologies in emergency medical care?

4. What is the future of AI development in emergency medi-

cal care?

5. What ethical issues might arise in the development of AI in

emergency medical care?

2.3. Stage 2: Identifying relevant studies

In the second phase of the scoping review, we sought to iden-

tify primary studies and reviews suitable for answering our

research questions. To this end, we undertook an elaborate

systematic process to review a wide range of literature ac-

cording to defined criteria and used a philtres that helped us

identify relevant studies. In accordance with Wohlin’s guide-

lines (29), we conducted a snowball search for further rele-

vant studies after completing the initial literature search.

A comprehensive collection of literature was compiled via

electronic databases and reference lists. Due to time and lan-

guage constraints, some limitations were made. Since initial

searches revealed that AI applications in healthcare are out-

dated, only studies published between 1 January 2014 and

30 September 2022 were considered. Since study protocols,

emergency medicine and AI/machine learning have evolved,

there are no application-relevant studies prior to the time pe-

riod considered here. Only papers whose full text was avail-

able in English were considered. A wide range of different
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methods was used to develop a comprehensive set of search

terms and ensure the topic was fully covered. In total, 3

methods were followed to identify the relevant data sources

mentioned above. Working with a subject librarian helps op-

timize searches and ensure search terms are fully covered.

Electronic databases searches:
The following electronic databases/Internet search engines

were used for this study: PubMed, Web of Science Platform,

MEDLINE, Scopus, Google Scholar/Academia, and ERIC. A

manual search for the most relevant journals was not per-

formed. This is because we believe that electronic databases

in combination with snowball searches are sufficient to ob-

tain a comprehensive overview of the topic under study.

In this study, the keywords listed in table 1 were used as

search terms. We searched the retrieved articles in the men-

tioned databases for titles, abstracts, and index terms. The

selected articles were imported into the free online version

of EndNote reference manager.

Table 1 shows an example of a search strategy developed for

MEDLINE. The authors used Endnote’s built-in features to

eliminate duplicate articles from multiple sources. At the be-

ginning of the scoping process and during the review pro-

cess, the team met to discuss decisions, challenges, or uncer-

tainties related to study inclusion and exclusion. The search

strategy was refined as needed. It should also be noted that

at the time of this search it was not possible to access foreign

grey literature in English (university dissertations, govern-

ment documents, organizational documents, and others), so

this study does not include a grey literature review.

We applied Wohlin’s snowball system to identify additional

publications that could be considered as new candidates for

inclusion in the database. These publications were found by

searching selected services and applying eligibility criteria.

A single-layer forward snowball search (citation mining) and

a backward snowball search (chain search) were applied to

all included articles to detect related publications that may

not fall under the defined search strategy. All relevant arti-

cles identified by any of the above searches were retrieved

and their reference lists were checked for other potentially

eligible entries. The search was originally conducted on 10

August 2022 and updated to include articles published on 6

October 2022.

2.4. Stage 3: Study selection

Records with common publication formats were reviewed in

two steps before inclusion in the study. As part of the search

process, results were downloaded from the respective online

databases, deduplicated and uploaded to an online review

manager (EndNote) for further review. In the first step, two

authors (MM and TM) independently reviewed the titles, ab-

stracts, summaries, and synopses of the records found (each

author was blind to the selection of the other author). In

the second step, two independent reviewers assessed the full

texts found for their suitability. One of them assessed half

of the full texts and the other assessed the other half. As

part of our process, we double-checked the suitability of 10%

of all full texts, and in case of a poor match, (< 80%) addi-

tional double-checks were performed. The two authors of

the review discussed any discrepancies identified during the

screening process. If agreement could not be reached on the

inclusion of studies, a third independent reviewer (SA) was

consulted and, if necessary, the opinion of the whole team

was sought.

Eligibility criteria
There were four criteria to determine the eligibility of a study:

Population, Intervention, Comparison Group, and Outcome

(30).

Non-English articles were excluded from the review because

translation into English was not possible due to resource

constraints.

Considering the type of publication, articles from peer-

reviewed journals were included in the selection process. All

conference abstracts, book reviews, commentaries and ed-

itorial articles were excluded from the review. No articles

were included if the title or abstract of the study itself was

not classified as a study of AI or Machine Learning (ML) in-

terventions. In addition, studies outside the ED or hospital

setting were disqualified. Studies with data sets from emer-

gency departments that were not directly related to emer-

gency medicine were not included. Finally, papers without

outcomes or assessments were excluded from the review.

PICO
1-Population
Emergency Medical Services (EMS), Emergency Depart-

ments (EDs), urgent care centers, and trauma units world-

wide providing pre-hospital or out-hospital care

2-Intervention
Any informatics intervention classified as AI by the study

authors, including supervised and unsupervised ML, deep

learning, and neural networks

3- Comparison group
No intervention, standard treatment, another informatics in-

tervention, or another comparison group

4- Outcome
Any outcome described in the literature.

2.5. Stage 4: Charting the data

In this phase, the most relevant information was extracted

and the data were categorized and sorted as needed. Two re-

viewers examined the retrieved articles and extracted the in-

formation using a predesigned form that two reviewers had

jointly developed to determine the variables to be extracted.

The following data were extracted: Type of study, date of pub-

lication, type of technology and application in emergency
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medicine.

In accordance with the data extraction framework, the re-

sponsible team members collected data from each included

study, independently. Consistency of approach to data ex-

traction was ensured through ongoing dialogue between the

two reviewers. Through content analysis, a concept and its

application were identified and used to create a classifica-

tion scheme. For this purpose, data items that represented

discussion categories were merged or renamed. Two team

members tested it on a sample of the included studies to en-

sure that the coding scheme was appropriate and could be

applied consistently. Disagreements that arose between re-

viewers were resolved through discussion. A third reviewer

(S.A) acted as a referee when disagreements could not be re-

solved. We raised missing or incomplete data with the study

authors.

2.6. The following data has been extracted:

1. General information: Authors, publication year, country,

clinical setting, study objective, and study design/method

2. Types and applications of AI: AI technology used, type of AI

model, type of task performed by the AI, degree of autonomy

of action, intended use of the AI, and intended user of the AI

2.7. Stage 5: Collating, summarizing, and re-
porting the results

At this stage, we summarized the results and provided an

overview of the literature reviewed. The results have been

summarized in tables of descriptive statistics and narrative

form. The verbatim extracted data were analysed by 2 review-

ers according to the principles of thematic analysis (31). The

identified themes were presented in schemas. After read-

ing and re-reading the articles, the next step was to identify

the initial codes in each article. These codes were examined

for similarities and differences and grouped into potential

themes, which were then analysed to develop thematic maps

that were then used to create clear definitions and names for

each theme within each domain. Coding and data analysis

were conducted in pairs. Two reviewers coded the data and

met regularly to discuss the coding results. The lead authors

were involved when consensus was needed.

2.8. Ethics and dissemination

Ethical approval was not required as the study includes in-

formation from previously published work. The results are

summarized in a report submitted to a peer-reviewed scien-

tific journal. After publication, the results will be shared with

relevant networks and local and national organizations work-

ing in the field of digital health. The results will be dissemi-

nated in appropriate formats such as journal articles, presen-

tations, conferences, and press releases.

2.9. Assessment of methodological quality

In accordance with the guidelines for conducting scoping re-

views (32), we did not assess the methodological quality or

risk of bias of the included articles.

3. Results

In the first phase, 2175 articles were found in the relevant

databases. Repetitive articles were deleted and removed. At

the end of this phase, 1248 articles remained. In the next

phase, the articles’ titles were carefully examined. Articles

that were not relevant to the main question and could not an-

swer the question were removed from the study. Finally, 454

articles were included in the study. The abstracts of the re-

maining articles from the last phase were carefully reviewed

twice. Articles that could not answer the main question of the

study were removed in this phase. At the end of this phase,

137 articles remained, whose full texts were retrieved and re-

viewed and finally, 47 articles that could answer the main

questions of the study were selected for inclusion in the study

(Figure1).

The majority of the included studies focused on ML (n = 43),

and most of these papers aimed at predicting healthcare out-

comes (n = 23). The remaining studies focused on AI (n

= 24), neural networks (n = 11), and deep learning (n = 7).

These studies examined disease management and diagnosis,

as well as service cases such as triage (Figure 2). ML studies

were primarily aimed at developing models that can accu-

rately predict healthcare outcomes such as disease progres-

sion or response to treatment. The other studies focused on

AI, neural networks, and deep learning and aimed to develop

systems that could help manage and diagnose diseases and

provide services such as triage.

This review covers seven main domains of AI techniques

in emergency medicine: ML algorithms; prehospital emer-

gency management; triage, acuity, and disposition of pa-

tients; disease and condition prediction; emergency depart-

ment management; the future impact of AI on EMS; and eth-

ical issues.

3.1. Types of ML algorithms

Deep Learning algorithms automatically learn feature hier-

archies, require a large amount of data to make predictions,

and take significantly more time to train than traditional ML

algorithms. For an overview of artificial intelligence methods

in ED, see Figure 3 and Table 2.

In supervised learning, a decision tree is a method of clas-

sification and regression structured like a flowchart. It re-

cursively partitions the data into subsets based on the fea-

ture value that minimizes the impurity of the resulting sub-

sets. Ensemble learning is an ML method that combines

multiple algorithms to increase accuracy and decrease vari-
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ance. Among the breakthroughs in deep Learning, the Con-

volutional Neural Network (CNN) has attracted researchers’

attention due to its high performance on computer vision

tasks. CNN has proven successful in overcoming the limi-

tations of traditional ML models. Deep Learning has signif-

icantly contributed to natural language processing, includ-

ing using neural network architectures to extract valuable in-

formation from unstructured text data in electronic health

records. Supervised ML algorithms have replaced traditional

methods in predictive studies and are expected to outper-

form simple scoring systems. They are also expected to re-

duce bias in causal analysis studies (33, 34).

In Razieh Safaripour’s study, 9348 participants visited ED at

least once between 2008 and 2015, with 15,627 visits. The

data was stored in 16 separate datasets for the population

studied. They explored five predictive modelling techniques

to account for typical irregularities in health data, includ-

ing logistic regression with the best subsets based on Re-

cursive Feature Elimination (RFE) and classification algo-

rithms. They then used logistic regression with RFE, ran-

dom forest and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to identify

the best-fitting regression and create a more accurate clas-

sifier. They also applied Scikit-Learn’s built-in feature Grid-

SrearchCV with 10-fold cross-validation. Each model’s per-

formance was calculated using standard classification eval-

uation metrics: area under the curve (AUC), sensitivity, pre-

cision, calibration error, and classification error. The values

are expressed as the percentage of incorrect predictions. As a

result, this study evaluated four ML algorithms for predicting

frequent visits to ED in the Korean population and found that

Random Forest was the best method with the highest preci-

sion and lowest classification error. Other ML algorithms also

outperformed logistic regression in predicting frequent visits

to ED (35).

The study by Georgios Feretzakis examined the performance

of eight ML models based on data from the biochemistry and

haematology departments of ED patients. The models were

trained using urea, creatinine, lactate dehydrogenase, crea-

tine kinase, C-reactive protein, and complete blood count

data. All raw data were retrieved from a standard Hospi-

tal Information System (HIS) and a Laboratory Information

System (LIS) and analysed using the Waikato Environment

for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA). To evaluate the best model’s

performance, we performed 10-fold cross-validation. WEKA

provides detailed results for the classifiers studied. AUC was

calculated as the area under the Receiver Operating Charac-

teristic (ROC) curve. They also kept the default settings of the

original implementations of all WEKA classifier algorithms

and evaluated each algorithm on two datasets. They also

applied the Class-Balancer technique from WEKA to prevent

overfitting. They then evaluated eight ML algorithms for pre-

dicting hospitalisation in adult patients in the ED. The mod-

els produced a yes/no result and were easy to use (36).

In another study by Georgios Feretzakis, five ML algorithms

were assessed using routine ED and laboratory tests. These

algorithms were evaluated to promptly predict patients’ ad-

mission to and discharge from the hospital. The five algo-

rithms were linear discriminant analysis, recursive partition-

ing and regression trees, support vector machines, k - nearest

neighbor, and random forests. Among the different classi-

fiers evaluated by 10-fold cross-validation, one random for-

est model performed better than the other models in terms

of AUC-ROC (37).

According to our analysis of the themes that emerged from

the studies involved in this review, AI applications in ED can

be divided into five categories; we have summarized these

categories in Figure 4. A summary of the articles used for AI

applications in ED is presented in Table 3. This is a summary

of the study’s population, method and algorithm, aim, and

outcomes.

3.2. Prehospital emergency management

In prehospital emergency medicine, ML and deep learning

techniques detect and predict critical medical conditions be-

fore the patient arrives at the hospital (38). In the study by

James Morrill, ML methods were used to develop and val-

idate a triage method for heart failure exacerbations. The

algorithm developed in this study performed exceptionally

well compared to individual clinicians in assessing the like-

lihood of a patient experiencing an exacerbation and deter-

mining the appropriate consensus triage category. This study

demonstrated that an ML approach to categorising patients

with heart failure is a viable and accurate method to facilitate

home triage and self-identification of exacerbations (39).

In Da-Young Kang’s study, the AI algorithm was combined

with conventional triage tools to develop a robust algorithm

that predicted critical patients at level 3 and non-critical pa-

tients at levels 4 and 5. The AI algorithm outperformed Emer-

gency Severity Index (ESI), Korean Triage and Acuity Scale

(KTAS), National Early Warning Score (NEWS) and Modified

Early Warning Score (MEWS). In addition, the AI + ESI en-

semble algorithm outperformed the AI algorithm and other

conventional methods. This study demonstrated that an AI

algorithm could accurately predict critical care needs in the

prehospital setting. The AI algorithm outperformed conven-

tional triage tools and scoring systems and was more ac-

curate than medical staff decision-making. Conventional

triage tools have low accuracy and are in the middle range.

The AI+ESI algorithm has higher accuracy than the AI al-

gorithm alone, and the combination of expert opinion (ESI

level) and the AI algorithm has more accurate performance

(9). Blomberg et al. used a trained ML system to detect and

identify Out-of-Hospital Cardiac Arrest (OHCA) cases using

audio recordings from emergency call centres. The trained
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system was significantly faster than a trained medical dis-

patcher. Of 918 calls with OHCA, the ML system accurately

identified 84.1% of cases compared to 72.4% by a trained

medical dispatcher. The median time taken by the ML sys-

tem to detect an OHCA for all cases was also significantly

shorter at 44 seconds compared to 54 seconds (40).

Al-Dury et al. used a Random Forest (RF) approach to assess

the importance of 16 critical factors associated with 30-day

survival in OHCA. According to the results, initial rhythm,

age, time to cardiopulmonary resuscitation, time to ambu-

lance arrival, and location of cardiac arrest are all significant

predictors of survival (41).

An evaluation of six ML classifiers on real ambulatory and de-

mographic datasets for predicting ambulance demand was

conducted by Lin et al., including the Regional Moving Av-

erage (RMA), Linear Regression (LINR), Support Vector Re-

gression (SVR), Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), Radial Basis

Function Network (RBF) and Light Gradient Boosting Ma-

chine (LightGBM). They found that LightGBM was the best-

performing model and that the total number of demands

was the critical feature for predicting next-day demand ac-

curately (42).

3.3. Triage, acuity, and disposition of patients

In this field, ML and deep learning techniques help health-

care professionals determine the patient’s triage level and

care needs based on the severity of their condition. Patient

disposition is sending the patient to their next destination

based on their clinical status (43).

Georgios Feretzakis examined coagulation tests and bio-

chemical markers routinely used in ED patients concern-

ing ED outcomes. They used Multivariate Imputation by

Chained Equations (MICE) to fill in missing data on age, gen-

der, and admission in a large dataset of 13991 patients who

visited the ED and were admitted or discharged. They ap-

plied and evaluated several classification models to identify

the best model. A multiple decision tree algorithm showed

the best performance in the pulmonology department ED

with a sensitivity and specificity of 0.7168, 0.5834, 0.6778,

0.7013, 0.6969 and 0.7184, 0.7617, 0.6800, 0.7687, 0.7757, re-

spectively (44).

A cross-sectional observational study of pediatric patients at-

tending ED in South Korea was conducted using nationwide

registry data. The KTAS was used, which showed adequate

reliability and validity. The data came from National Emer-

gency Department Information System (NEDIS), a national

database that collects information from more than 400 emer-

gency departments across South Korea. The NEDIS contains

age, gender, type of insurance, mode of transport, state of

consciousness on admission, and time variables. This study

used RF to identify critically ill children and predict hospital

stays. RF can solve the "black box" problem of ML models by

calculating the importance of variables by reducing the Gini

index. This study developed and compared several ML mod-

els to predict critical cases and hospitalisations in pediatric

ED visitors using nationwide data. The RF model performed

well in discriminating critical cases with an AUROC of 0.991

and an area under Precision-Recall curve (AUPRC) of 0.640

(45).

In a study, AI techniques were used to determine patient acu-

ity and triage. Based on the RF model, over 14,326 ESI level 3

patients who required a higher level of care due to their con-

dition were identified. The tool was equivalent to or better

than the US ESI (46).

To predict the KTAS, Choi et al. developed three ML models.

They found that the RF and XGBoost models trained on clin-

ical data only outperformed the linear regression (LR) model

trained on both clinical and free text data (47).

Using a large dataset of 11,656,559 patients from 151 emer-

gency departments in the Korean NEDIS, Kwon et al. de-

veloped a deep learning triage and acuity score using a 5-

layer multilayer perceptron (MLP)model. Unlike traditional

triage tools with complex scoring methods and data require-

ments, this model requires only basic input parameters such

as age, gender, chief complaint, time from symptom onset

to ED visit, mode of arrival, trauma, initial vital signs, and

mental status. A significant strength of the model is that it

can be applied in different settings, e.g. prehospital emer-

gency medicine (48). Similarly, Yu et al. have developed a

first-triage system based on nurses’ assessments that outper-

forms existing systems. The study results indicate that LR

can achieve comparable results to neural networks when the

dataset’s dimensionality is kept to a minimum (49).

Using ML underpinnings, Farahmand et al. developed a web-

based interface to correlate acute abdominal pain with the

severity of the emergency. Initially, six models were individ-

ually evaluated before being ensembled; the output of one

model was used as an input for another, based on the first

output. The result was an improvement in AUC scores and

greater accuracy (50).

The researchers used ML techniques to predict hospital ad-

missions and admissions based on patient records and pa-

rameters collected at triage and compared nine ML and deep

learning techniques. AI proved reliable in predicting hospital

admissions in these studies (51, 52).

Compared to traditional triage approaches, Raita et al. and

Goto et al. used ML methods (lasso regression, RF, gradient-

based decision trees and deep neural networks) to predict

clinical outcomes in adults and children. The results sug-

gest that deep learning and ML models have higher discrim-

inatory power, which may prevent over- or underestimation.

Roquette et al. found that text data improved AUC by 1.9%

when used to predict paediatric ED admissions via deep neu-

ral networks. This article highlights the importance of in-
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cluding text data in models (53, 54).

Zhang et al. applied LR and Multi-Level Neural Networks

(MLNN) to various structured and unstructured free-text

data sources to predict hospital admissions or emergency

room referrals. In this study, it was shown that the use of free-

text data extracted using natural language processing led to

better prediction results (55). Chen et al. used deep neu-

ral networks in the form of hybrid bidirectional short-term

memory and CNN to predict patient intake from clinical nar-

ratives and structured data (56).

In another study, Sterling et al. developed a three-layer neu-

ral network regression model on free-text triage data as a

result of natural language processing to determine patient

triage based on free-text triage data (57). Fernandes et al. de-

veloped an ML and natural language processing approach to

identify patients at high risk for mortality and cardiac arrest

24 hours after triage (58).

3.4. Disease and condition prediction

In developing countries with a shortage of trained cardiol-

ogists and ophthalmologists, ML and deep learning tech-

niques can detect medical conditions and diseases (59).

In a study, Viu et al. compared ML and deep learning tech-

niques to detect whether or not patients suffer from pain.

Their study showed that AI was applicable with a macro-

average F1 score of 90.96% (standard scoring metric for clas-

sification tasks) (60). In the Lopez Pineda study, eight ML

models were evaluated on 31,268 influenza cases in emer-

gency departments to determine the most accurate influenza

case detection model (61). ML models were used to predict

mental health problems such as post-traumatic stress disor-

der and death by suicide after an ED visit for parasuicide (62).

Lindsey et al. have developed a model that detects and lo-

calises fractures in X-ray images (63), and Olczak et al. have

shown that it can classify X-ray images of the wrist, hand and

ankle into four classes (64).

Researchers have developed artificial neural networks to pre-

dict cardiac arrests, detect heart attacks, and identify five

classes of heartbeats. These neural networks outperform

conventional ML systems and track triggers in accurately de-

tecting cardiac arrests in hospitals (65-68). The researchers

have developed supervised artificial neural network mod-

els that predict long-term functional outcomes and the risk

of poor outcomes early in patients with OHCA. These mod-

els performed better than an earlier LR-a-based study con-

ducted with the same cohort (69). ML techniques were used

to predict sepsis in patients within 24 hours, 72 hours, and 28

days (70-72).

Koh et al. developed a novel hybrid classification system

to detect retinal detachments in ultrasound images and

achieved a high classification accuracy of 99.13% (72). Patel

et al. investigated ML methods to predict the need for hospi-

talisation or intensive care in asthma and chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease post-triage exacerbation (73).

3.5. AI in emergency department management

Emergency department management encompasses all mat-

ters required for smooth operation, including operational

and logistical matters, contingencies, etc. ML and deep

learning techniques can better assess patient volumes in the

emergency department and improve operational efficiency

so patients receive the most appropriate care possible (74,

75).

Qing Liu’s study introduced artificial intelligence to improve

first aid efficiency by integrating medical information pro-

cessing and care management into first aid. This study com-

pared the average triage time for critically ill patients. The re-

sults were used to assess whether emergency care was man-

aged effectively. In terms of first aid effectiveness and triage

speed and accuracy, a clinical decision-making system im-

proved the success rate of rescuing patients with haemor-

rhagic shock, coma, dyspnoea and organ injury. The results

proved that the system could effectively improve first aid ef-

ficiency and accuracy (76).

Lin Wu’s study used three deep-learning models to detect

STEMI based on a 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG). The

models performed well, with an AUC of 0.99, and the deep-

learning models could detect arrhythmias and heart at-

tacks. Their model utilized long-term, short-term memory

(LSTM)+CNN to extract ECG features from 12-lead ECG data

and was verified on a real ECG dataset of heart attacks. This

study used Deep Learning to detect STEMI and culprit ves-

sels based on real ECG data (77).

The study by Yamanaka S analysed data from 13 academic

and community emergency departments in Japan treating

respiratory emergencies. Patients were treated at the discre-

tion of the attending physicians, and all patients who under-

went surgical intubation on the first attempt were excluded.

They developed ML models for difficult airways and first-

attempt intubation success; they used patient demograph-

ics, pre-intubation vital signs, modified LEMON score, and

intubator’s specialisation. They then measured the perfor-

mance of the reference and ML models. They examined as-

sociation measures: C-statistics, sensitivity, specificity, pos-

itive and negative predictive values, and positive and neg-

ative likelihood ratios. The significance of the variables for

the best-performing ML model was also calculated. In this

analysis of multicentre, prospective data from 10,741 ED pa-

tients, the state-of-the-art ML models demonstrated supe-

rior discriminatory performance in predicting both difficult

airways and first-pass success. In addition, these ML models

achieved higher specificity in predicting these two outcomes.

The models performed better than conventional approaches

(78).
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Whitt et al. used a seasonal autoregressive integrated moving

average time series model and a neural MLP network model

to predict daily arrivals and hourly occupancy in real-time

(79). Khaldi et al. used an MLP Feed-forward Artificial Neural

Network paired with an Ensemble Empirical Mode Decom-

position (EEMD) signal decomposition technique to predict

weekly patient visits to ED (80). Yousefi et al. developed a

prediction tool with LSTM support that outperformed other

known techniques in predicting patient visits up to 7 days in

advance (81).

Using a search engine and social media data to predict

patient volume and air quality indices to predict asthma-

related visits to the ED may offer novel, unconventional

approaches to capturing and linking non-diagnostic data

trends for asthma prediction (82, 83). ML algorithms with el-

ements of systems thinking were applied to predict patient

wait times in ED. The results showed that using ML reduced

waiting time errors by 15 to 20% (84).

Greenbaum et al. developed a domain-specific ontology and

ML-based user interface to optimise ED quality and work-

flow. The interface used top-5 suggestions and contextual

autocompletion to help nurses document complaints (85).

In the study by Tootooni et al., a natural language process-

ing tool (CCMapper) was developed, which utilizes heuris-

tic algorithms and neural networks to assign free-text symp-

toms and problems to chief complaints (86). Frost et al. used

free-text mining from emergency records to predict treat-

ment costs for patients who are assumed to visit the emer-

gency department frequently, which will cost the healthcare

system dearly (87).

3.6. Future impact of AI on EMS

AI development is currently experiencing an upsurge that

will affect many aspects of emergency medicine in the near

future.

3.7. Clinical image analysis

Advances have improved several areas of medical im-

age analysis and image recognition. These include de-

tecting pneumonia on chest X-rays, segmenting subdural

haematomas from CT scans of the brain in three dimensions,

and evaluating CT scans of patients with suspected acute is-

chemic stroke with the same accuracy as stroke specialists

(88).

3.8. Clinical surveillance

Intelligent clinical monitoring can enable early detection of

deteriorating patients (89). For example, a Compensatory

Reserve Index (CRI) can be included in the monitoring screen

to predict impending cardiovascular instability (90), and a

sepsis prediction algorithm can be used hours before the

clinical onset of sepsis (91, 92). Any system that attempts to

raise the alarm faces the problem of false alarms (93). ML

has been used to suppress false alarms in the ICU and pre-

dict blood pressure based on ECG recordings (94).

3.9. Predicting clinical outcomes

AI algorithms are getting better at predicting the future, of-

ten outperforming current clinical scoring systems. For ex-

ample, ML models have been used to predict cardiac arrest

within 72 hours (95), defibrillation success in out-of-hospital

cardiac arrest, and 30-day mortality after a myocardial infarc-

tion with elevated ST segment (96).

3.10. Population and social media analysis

AI can be helpful in public health and disease surveillance.

ML models have been developed to detect flu and suicide

alerts on Twitter (97). ML is a subfield of AI that uses various

methods to automatically detect patterns in data and then

use these patterns to make predictions or decisions. Deep

learning has recently been responsible for numerous break-

throughs in areas as diverse as image and speech recognition,

speech synthesis, natural language processing, and transla-

tion (98, 99).

3.11. Home monitoring

In the future, patients may present to the ED earlier and with

more information, as ML can be used to predict acute exacer-

bations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (100) and

worsening asthma control (101).

3.12. Future trends

AI researchers benefit from the availability of large and open

data sets. These data sets provide benchmarks for com-

paring different models and offer international competition.

Current state-of-the-art models require fine-tuning of mul-

tiple hyperparameters and are hand designed by experts.

Advances in ML automation could make it easier for non-

experts to access the powerful techniques of ML (102). AI

systems are more likely to be used for clinical decision sup-

port than to replace physicians. However, image analysis and

warning of clinical deterioration are promising areas of appli-

cation.

3.13. Ethical issues

Despite promising applications, AI is not yet widely used in

hospital departments or health systems—the reasons vary.

Based on the studies conducted on ethical activities in the

field of AI in healthcare, the following dimensions of ethical

consequences have been identified (Table 4):

• Human-AI relationships in health and care (103)

• AI’s impact on health data usage, storage, and sharing (104,

105)

• Algorithmic transparency and explainability in health: eth-
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ical concerns (106-108)

• AI’s ability to mitigate or exacerbate existing health in-

equities (109)

• Trusting algorithms used in healthcare (110, 111)

3.14. Human-AI relationships in health and care

Considering Professor Margaret Boden’s observation about

the impact of algorithms on healthcare relationships, algo-

rithms are often trained on "measurable" data such as im-

ages, medical records, and blood test results - there is a strong

bias toward quantitative data. In reality, many healthcare

interactions depend on more than just these "measurable"

variables, such as nonverbal communication between pa-

tients and their social environment. Is it possible to measure

data value in healthcare? (112)

As technology advances and tasks become more automat-

able, healthcare systems need fewer "human practitioners"

(113).

Healthcare workers could be affected by this change. Peo-

ple could be divided into subgroups and categories based on

artificial intelligence, separating them from the larger com-

munity to which they belong. Healthcare is not immune to

the cultural trend toward individualism, as many in society

at the large claim (114). In bioethical discussions, solidar-

ity is invoked to balance the needs of the patient with the

needs of the community. Barbara Prainsack and Alena Buyx

suggest that solidarity involves a collective decision to bear

the "costs" (financial, social, and emotional) of helping oth-

ers (115). As AI-driven personalization becomes an essential

feature of health care, how solidarity will be redefined and

valued remains to be seen.

3.15. AI’s impact on health data usage, storage,
and sharing

Despite incredible advances in computer tools for track-

ing and monitoring data, human decisions still need to be

made about what counts as data (in the first place) and how

that data should be organized, labelled, and displayed. Be-

cause of data collection, dissemination, and linkage prob-

lems, which are different for each type of data, these deci-

sions significantly impact reality. They can even result in

highly skewed data sets that do not accurately reflect (and,

in some cases, actively distort) reality (116). As a result, de-

cisions about data governance transcend far beyond purely

technical decisions in that they affect how data is used. The

international community emphasizes that individuals have

control over algorithms’ data (117). However, does that con-

trol exist for individuals’ medical data?

Medical data is not under individuals’ control, as Profes-

sor Eduardo Magrani of the Department of Law, Technol-

ogy, and Intellectual Property has stressed. According to Prof.

Magrani, certain aspects of a patient’s medical data are be-

yond his or her control, such as genetic sequence or medi-

cal history (118). Consent is an essential component of most

healthcare practices. However, obtaining informed consent

for all individual data is impossible. For retrospective, his-

torical data, the assumption is that it can be used anony-

mously for research without the individual’s explicit consent

(119, 120), but what about data collected prospectively for AI

development?

Data bias means using data sets that do not fully represent

the population they are intended to model. A maxim says

"garbage in, garbage out," which means algorithms will pro-

duce biased results if trained on biased data sets (121).

3.16. Algorithmic transparency and explainabil-
ity in health: ethical concerns

AI ethics encompasses a set of moral principles and tech-

niques to guide AI’s development and responsible use (122).

AI companies should be able to explain how their algorithms

work and why they do what they do (106). For AI to be safe,

it must provide a high level of traceability so that it can be

traced back to the source if harm occurs (108). The defini-

tion of fairness refers to datasets that contain personal data,

and there must be no racial, gender, or ethnic bias (111). Re-

sponsible use of AI is essential to ensure a positive impact

on interactions between consumers and brands. The key to

a successful AI model is responsible data use, i.e., respecting

privacy rights. More data is often better, and better models

are created when more data is available (123, 124).

However, people’s rights to privacy and transparency must

not be compromised by collecting more and more data. Data

granularity should be as narrow as possible, and data should

be collected only when needed.

3.17. AI’s ability to mitigate or exacerbate exist-
ing health inequities

Health inequities are likely to become even more complex

with the increasing use of AI and other technologies in

healthcare (125). In a future healthcare system, the patient

could be empowered by data analytics and algorithmic in-

sights rather than just being a passive recipient of health ad-

vice (126). Wearables and apps, however, require a high level

of digital literacy, and their use could prove prohibitively ex-

pensive. In low- and middle-income developing countries

and emerging economies, this could limit access for poor

people and entire health systems.

3.18. Trusting algorithms used in healthcare

Many discussions of medical decision-making involve situ-

ations in which an algorithm or a human makes a decision

that is objectively "wrong" and results in harm (127). Algo-

rithmic "errors" are an essential topic in AI discussions in

healthcare. Obviously, we apply higher standards to algo-
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rithms than to humans, perhaps because we cannot under-

stand and empathize with algorithms as well as humans. Dr.

Debra Mathews and Dr. Travis Rieder point out that trust

plays a vital role in this phenomenon - algorithmic errors can

be more troubling than human errors because, in healthcare,

we still have more trust in human interactions than in com-

puter interactions (128, 129).

3.19. Legislative and regulatory obstacles

A legal framework that enables integration of AI systems into

the clinical setting is crucial. This framework should start

with AI systems in the narrow sense, as opposed to general

AI systems, to ensure a robust end product. Given that large

amounts of personal data are collected, transmitted, trans-

ferred, and stored as part of the technological infrastructure

of AI systems, a discussion on data protection is essential. AI

developers’ motives to collect as much information as possi-

ble must be balanced with patients’ privacy. Data collection

in accordance with the Personal Data Protection and Elec-

tronic Documents Act and the General Data Protection Reg-

ulation is recommended but may undermine AI technolo-

gies. Paternalistic, top-down regulation will nip innovation

in the bud, while lax policies that encourage breakthrough

technologies will increase market penetration but jeopardise

patient safety. A minimal regulatory sandbox may be opti-

mal, but the review process must be robust enough to pro-

tect doctors and patients. As a result of the legal and ethical

cases in this area, this review provides an ethical framework

for developing an AI application for EMS, as shown in Figure

5.

Figure 5 shows a graphical representation of the ethical

framework. This framework consists of two main elements:

the designer and the user. These two elements are linked by

a closed exposure/experience loop that runs through the dif-

ferent phases of the project. The ethical dimensions of each

element need to be addressed in a specific way. From the

users’ perspective, we have divided ethical issues into three

main areas that are inextricably linked to the overall expe-

rience through a relationship of trust that needs to be es-

tablished and maintained. On the designer’s side, the ethi-

cal dimensions discussed in this review have been grouped

by project phase. To evaluate each ethical dimension of a

decision, the Asilomar AI Principles can be used as a guide.

Users’ needs, preferences and experiences must be consid-

ered. Users’ experience must be paramount in decision-

making. All products and services must be tailored to users’

needs. The proposed presentation is flexible and should be

tailored to the needs of the project in accordance with the list

of ethical dimensions and other aspects.

4. Discussion

We conducted this study to map the extent to which artificial

intelligence has been applied to emergency medicine. We

also identified ethical issues related to AI use in emergency

medicine and proposed a framework for it in general. This

study provided a brief overview of AI concepts, definitions,

and applications in emergency medicine. It also discussed

the main concerns and risks of these technologies. Then, the

main ethical issues were discussed and general guidelines for

ethical reflection during development were presented. These

guidelines included ethical principles, qualification strate-

gies and frameworks. This article described the themes and

applications of artificial intelligence in emergency medicine,

and proposed a theoretical framework for ethical considera-

tions in implementing AI in emergency medicine as well.

Currently, there is very scarce research describing the views

of patients and other stakeholders on AI use in emergency

medicine.

There has also been no research into AI ethics checklist fac-

tors. There is an acute lack of scientific research address-

ing ethical challenges and possible solutions. AI in health-

care is leading to growing privacy concerns as confidential

health data is shared with a variety of untrusted companies

that have access to this data. There is no doubt that this

is inevitable as ML and deep learning algorithms need large

amounts of data to qualify, train, test, and validate them (20,

21, 36). To ensure that these cutting-edge technologies are

integrated into medical care in a way that builds patient trust

and addresses widespread ethical concerns about AI, patient

involvement is essential. Since patients are the beneficiaries

of all AI applications and innovations, characterising their

needs, moral values, and preferences is crucial to ensure that

these technologies are developed, applied, and implemented

in an ethically appropriate manner and benefit patients in

the long term (37, 51, 52, 54).

According to the synthesis of studies in our review, AI-based

decision-making lacks transparency. As a result, AI decision-

making processes are opaque due to this characteristic. The

use of AI should improve patient safety and well-being (14,

20). However, AI reinforces existing biases in healthcare (22,

23). It is impossible to make accurate predictions with AI if

data sets are unreliable and under-representative. This can

also lead to inequity, data bias, discrimination, and mislead-

ing predictions. Health information is some of the most in-

timate and sensitive information. An important ethical prin-

ciple is that patients’ privacy must be respected, as it reflects

their autonomy and is linked to their identity and well-being

(22, 24).

In order to test the applicability of artificial intelligence

in emergency medicine while respecting ethical principles,

practical tools urgently need to be developed. Furthermore,
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it is crucial for future research to identify stakeholders, users,

and beneficiaries of AI-related technology in medicine and

to engage them in a dialogue about AI ethics and feasible so-

lutions for the introduction of ethical AI applications. There

is a need to conduct comprehensive qualitative and quanti-

tative studies to understand the perspectives of emergency

physicians and artificial intelligence users (patients). Emer-

gency medicine specialists must have prior AI training to use

AI in daily clinical practice without violating ethical princi-

ples. A thorough study of ethical and legal issues related to

AI applications in different specialties and sub-specialties of

healthcare is necessary.

Our study found that AI measures in ED are heterogeneous in

purpose and design. For example, supervised ML was used

to develop prognostic models for pediatric asthma exacer-

bations, predicting repeat visits, and diagnosing strokes (73,

130, 131). NLP models have been used to optimize resource

allocation in resource-poor settings, classify computed to-

mography (CT), and predict hospital admission through

Electronic Medical Records (EMR) (132).

Around 24% of interventions (23.40%) focused on prediction

in ED, supporting AI’s perceived superiority in this area. Sev-

eral studies have shown that AI outperforms existing decision

support and scoring systems based on traditional statistical

models. Applications include predicting pneumonia mortal-

ity and calculating syncope risk based on clinical data (133,

134). The ability to simultaneously process multiple vari-

ables in large data sets may explain why AI is superior to hu-

mans in predictive modelling (4). A number of the studies we

included showed superior performance in matching multi-

ple data points to predict complex outcomes compared with

human comparators.

Studies have shown that human decision-making can be in-

fluenced by possible biases and heuristics. The application

of artificial intelligence in medicine could help mitigate spu-

rious correlations and metacognition errors. For example,

it has been hypothesized that AI’s superiority in predictive

modelling could be particularly useful in diagnosing sepsis.

This is a syndrome that can lead to widespread organ dys-

function, high mortality, and high morbidity. As we reviewed,

some studies have used ML to predict acute exacerbations

of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, worsening asthma

control, sepsis, and mortality (71, 100, 101).

The results show that 12.76% of studies used artificial intelli-

gence in the prehospital setting. In the prehospital setting,

studies were conducted on demand forecasting for ambu-

lance allocation, cardiac arrest detection by EMS, and out-

of-hospital ECG classification (40, 135). Data from EMS have

been used in several ML algorithms to predict prehospital

cardiac arrest (136). Supervised ML was also utilized to au-

tomatically link electronic patient reports from EMS to ED

datasets (137). When treating a patient in the prehospital set-

ting, it is important to understand that only a limited number

of clinical variables can be utilized to make quick decisions

(e.g. whether or not to transport the patient to the hospital).

Since AI predicts outcomes based on multiple data points, it

is well-suited to this task. This means AI is likely to have a

significant impact on prehospital care.

Although AI seems to perform better than clinicians at build-

ing predictive models, there is no evidence to support this

conclusion, yet. Most of these studies did not include a hu-

man comparison group and did not include safety-related

outcomes. It should be noted that most of the included stud-

ies were retrospective analyses of data sets and therefore,

require further validation in controlled clinical trials. Most

studies did not address technology implementation practical

implications, such as training, cost, and convenience. The

proprietary nature of the algorithms makes reproducibility

and reliability evaluation of results difficult, because many

interventions are not publicly available or transparently de-

scribed.

A scoping review was the most appropriate method for

searching and evaluating the available literature in AI, as it

is a diverse and rapidly developing area. The flexible na-

ture of the search allowed us to include a variety of study

designs and broad intervention types. This provided a com-

prehensive review of the available evidence. In accordance

with PRISMA ScR guidelines, we conducted a scoping re-

view. Given the rapid growth of AI technology, this review

provides a comprehensive overview that represents a timely

cross-section of the available research in this area.

Currently, AI-related research is increasing in the field of

emergency medicine. AI has the potential to significantly re-

duce the time it takes to diagnose and treat patients in emer-

gency situations. It can use vast amounts of data to quickly

identify patterns, predict outcomes, and provide more ac-

curate diagnoses and treatments. AI algorithms are being

developed to identify patterns in large amounts of medical

data that may help make more accurate predictions about

patient outcomes. By leveraging this data, AI-based mod-

els may be able to provide more accurate diagnoses and sug-

gest better treatment plans than standard medical practice.

However, AI models must be rigorously tested before they

can be widely implemented in clinical settings, as the poten-

tial risks of using AI-based systems must be taken into ac-

count. Despite the numerous research studies and evidence-

based findings on effective interventions, many practitioners

lack the knowledge or resources to translate the research into

practice. This creates a gap between what is known to be ef-

fective and what is actually being implemented in practice.

On the other hand, AI applications in healthcare are often

limited by the need to integrate the technology into existing

workflows and processes, while health care systems are of-

ten slow to adapt to new technology. This creates a discon-
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nect between research and practice, which needs to be ad-

dressed. To bridge the gap, research should emphasize the

implications of AI systems with higher action autonomy, en-

abling practitioners to leverage the knowledge gained from

existing implementations and apply it to new contexts. This

is especially important given the wide variety of AI systems

being used and the potential for unintended consequences

as a result of their use. By researching the implementation

of AI systems in emergency medicine, we can better under-

stand and mitigate any potential risks. The first stream of

research should focus on understanding the different types

of AI systems being used and how they interact with health-

care professionals and patients. The second stream should

focus on the ethical implications of AI, such as privacy and

data security, and the potential to create algorithmic bias in

decision-making.

5. Limitations

The present study encountered several limitations. Firstly,

the scoping review method was used in this work. Therefore,

the evaluation process was not as rigorous as a systematic re-

view, as a scoping review provides a general perspective of

the topic and can identify themes. This study provides an

overview of general trends and serves as a basis for further

studies on the topic under review. Second, the study topic

was unique in that there were few grey papers. Therefore, no

grey papers on artificial intelligence were considered in the

ED search. In this paper, we attempted to conduct a com-

plete search that did not miss any references; however, refer-

ences may still have been missed. Third, only studies explic-

itly classified as AI in ED by study authors were eligible for

our analysis. This means studies that did not directly identify

themselves as AI in ED in their titles and abstracts may have

been missed by our search strategy. Other limitations of our

review were that we only examined English-language studies.

6. Conclusion

There has been a rapid increase in AI research in emergency

medicine in recent years. Several studies have demonstrated

the potential of AI in diverse contexts, particularly improving

patient outcomes through predictive modelling. According

to the synthesis of studies in our review, AI-based decision-

making lacks transparency. This feature makes AI decision-

making opaque.
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Figure 1: An overview of the manuscript selection process based on Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses

(PRISMA). ED: emergency department.

Table 1: Search strategy developed for the databases

Query (1)
1 (((Artificial intelligen*) OR ((Machine OR Deep) adj0 learn*) OR (“Artificial neural network*”))
2 ((“Emergency Treatment”) OR (“Emergency Medicine”) OR (“emergency medical services”) OR (“emergency service”)

OR (hospital) OR (“trauma centers”) OR (triage) OR (“Evidence-Based Emergency Medicine”) OR (“Emergency Nursing”)
OR (Emergencies) OR (“casualty department*”) OR (ED) OR (accident) OR (ward) OR (wards) OR (“emergency unit”)
OR (“emergency units”) OR (“emergency department*”) OR (treatment*) OR (visit*) OR (critical care) OR (trauma))

(1) AND (2) Scopus Web of sciences PubMed Google Scholar and Academia ERIC
Article 754 669 613 50 19
Query (2)
3 ((ethical) OR (legal) OR (ethic*) OR (“moral code”) OR (moral*) OR (“moral stand”) OR (“moral principles”) OR (ethos)

OR (standards) OR (values) OR (beliefs) OR (manners) OR (etiquette) OR (virtuous) OR (righteous) OR (upright)
OR (upstanding) OR (“high-minded”) OR (“right-minded”) OR (principled) OR (proper) OR (honorable) OR (honest)
OR (incorruptible) OR (scrupulous) OR (respectable) OR (decent) OR (irreproachable) OR (truthful) OR (law-abiding)
OR (clean-living) OR (chaste) OR (pure) OR (blameless) OR (sinless) OR (“code of ethics”) OR (principles of right and )
wrong OR (“principles of behavior”) OR (scruples) OR (ideals)))

((1) AND (2)
AND (3))

Scopus Web of sciences PubMed Google Scholar and Academia ERIC

Article 20 7 5 20 2
Total 774 676 618 70 21
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Figure 2: Study types included in this review based on the method and application of artificial intelligence in emergency department.

Figure 3: An overview of the AI algorithms used in the studies.
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Figure 4: The applications of artificial intelligence (AI) presented in this overview in emergency department (ED). ML: machine learning; DL:

deep learning; PTSD: Post-traumatic stress disorder; EMS: emergency medical services.
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Figure 5: Proposal for an ethical framework for the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in healthcare systems.

Table 2: Summary of the report on the type of artificial intelligence (AI) technology used in emergency medicine in 2022

Population Methods Aims Outcome
Razieh Safaripour (35)
Between 2008 and 2015, a to-
tal of 9348 patients visited ED
at least once, with 15,627 vis-
its. A nationally represen-
tative population-based study
was used for the study.

The study used logistic regression with
RFE, Randobest-fitting SVM to

identify the best fitting regression and
create a more accurate classifier. It

also used the Scikit-Learn integrated
function GridSrearchCV with 10-fold

cross-validation.

The study aimed to compare
the performance of logistic
regression and four other

machine learning
classification models in

predicting frequent
consumption ED.

Random Forest proved the
best method with the highest

precision and the lowest
classification error.

Georgios Feretzakis (36)
N= 3,204 ED visits were eval-
uated during the study period
(14 March - 4 May 2019).

The study evaluated several classifiers,
including Naive Bayes, Multinomial

Logistic Regression, AdaBoost,
LogitBoost, Classification via

Regression, Random Forest, Bagging
and Multilayer Perceptron.

The study aims to find an
algorithm that uses ML

techniques to support clinical
decision-making in an

emergency.

The study showed that
logistic regression is the most
frequently used technique for

model design.

Georgios Feretzakis (37)
N= 13,991 ED visits The study used the caret package in R,

a well-known framework for creating
ML models. The caret package offers

functions that facilitate model training
for complex regression and

classification tasks.

The study examined
coagulation tests and
biochemical markers

routinely used in patients
visiting ED in relation to ED

outcome.

The multiple decision tree
algorithm proved most

suitable in pulmonology ED.

ED: emergency department; RFE: recursive feature elimination; SVM: Support Vector Machine; ML: machine learning.
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Table 3: Summary of the report on artificial intelligence (AI) applications in emergency medicine (between 2014 and 2022)

Population Methods Amis Outcome
Prehospital emergency management
James Morrill (39)
A training set of 1900-patient scenarios
was developed, and a validation set of
100 cases was selected.

Machine learning The study aimed to develop and validate
a triage method for heart failure

exacerbations. The methodology uses
machine learning methods based on

patient profile data and unique
symptom responses.

The algorithm developed in
this study performed

exceptionally well compared
to individual physicians in
assessing the likelihood of

exacerbation in a patient and
determining the appropriate

consensus triage category.
Da-Young Kang’s (9)
Multicenter retrospective cohort
study; 9,304,887 adult patients visiting
EDs of 151 hospitals

Deep learning The study predicts the severity of EMS
using an AI algorithm.

This study showed that an AI
algorithm accurately predicted

the need for critical care in a
prehospital EMS. The
performance of the AI

algorithm exceeded that of
conventional triage tools and

scoring systems and was
better than the accuracy of

medical staff decision-making.
Stig Nikolaj Blomberg (40)
N= 110,000 Machine learning The aim of the study was threefold: to

test whether a unique machine learning
system could improve OHCA detection

rates compared to trained dispatchers, to
test whether the machine learning

system could detect OHCA faster than
the medically trained dispatchers, and to
identify possible subgroups of callers or
patients who were more susceptible to
bias by the medical dispatchers or the

machine learning system.

Machine learning overcomes
hurdles in medical emergency
detection to identify OHCA in

raw audio files.

Al-Dury (41)
N= 45,067 cases of OHCA recorded be-
tween 2008 and 2016.

The study used Random
Forest, a machine

learning algorithm.

The study examined the relative
importance of 16 recognized factors in

OHCA using a machine learning
approach. The results suggest that such

models are superior to regression
models.

Using machine learning, the
study has ranked the factors

that influence 30-day survival
after out-of-hospital cardiac
arrest and found that initial

rhythm is the most important
predictor of survival.

Adrian Xi Lin (42)
N= 60 ambulances Three methods were

considered in the study:
Radial Basis Function

Network (RBFN), Light
Gradient Boosting

Machine (LightGBM) and
MLP with Radial Basis

Function Network
(RBFN).

The study proposes a novel approach to
predicting ambulance demand in

different regions of an urban state based
on a large dataset of historical

ambulance demand data.

The study used a citywide
10-year dataset of emergency

ambulances to predict
demand for ambulances and

found that LightGBM
performed best.

Triage, acuity, and disposition of pa-
tients
Soyun Hwang (45)
Entire dataset (n= 2621710) Un-
der sampled dataset–Critical
cases (n= 25902) Under sampled
dataset–Hospitalization (n= 607616)

RF model And Random
Forest Classifier; Python’s

Scikit-Learn library

The study developed a machine
learning-based classification model to
predict the clinical course of paediatric

ED visitors and compared its
performance with the conventional

paediatric triage system of South Korea.

The model RF performed well
in discriminating critical cases

with an AUROC of 0.991 and
an AUPRC of 0.640.
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Table 3: Summary of the report on artificial intelligence (AI) applications in emergency medicine (between 2014 and 2022)

Population Methods Amis Outcome
Scott Levin (46)
retrospective cohort study N= 172,726
adult ED visits

Three distinct decision
tree learning models

The study used machine learning
methods to develop an electronic

triage support system that predicts
clinically meaningful patient

outcomes.

A random forest model was
developed that considered only

demographics, mode of onset, vital
signs, and clinical grouping of chief

complaints. An updated random
forest model was developed in

which chief complaint was specified
as the new optimal mix of clinical

groupings and individual
complaints recorded in the

electronic health record.
Sae Won Choi (47)
N= 142,972 patients. The study used logistic

regression, random
forest, XGBoost, Ridge
logistic regression, L2

penalty, NLP techniques

This study aimed to train machine
learning models and compare their

ability to predict KTAS scores.

The results showed that the Boost
models outperformed other

machine learning algorithms, with
XGBoost achieving the best F1 score

(=0.740).
Joon-myoung Kwon (48)
retrospective observational cohort
study; N= 11,656,559 ED visitor

The study developed a
DTAS using a multilayer

perceptron, a deep
learning method with

five hidden layers.

The study developed a
Deep-learning-based TAS (DTAS)

The results showed that DTAS was
more accurate than KTAS, MEWS,

and RF Random Forest.

Jae Yong Yu (49)
retrospective study; N= 145,784 The study used

multivariate logistic
regression analysis with
the R package ’glm’ and

Deep Learning with the R
package ’Keras’

The study aimed to evaluate an ML
and INA-based ED triage system for

predicting adverse clinical
outcomes.

The study developed an ML and
INA-based triage system for

emergency departments. The novel
system could predict clinical

outcomes more accurately than
existing triage systems KTAS and

SOFA.
Shervin Farahmand (50)
Prospective accuracy; N= 215 patients A mixed-model approach

that includes association
rules (AR), clustering

(CL), logistic regression
(LR), decision tree (DT),

Naïve Bayes (NB) and
neural network (NN)

algorithms.

This study was conducted to
evaluate the use of AI-based tools in

patients presenting with the chief
complaint of acute abdominal pain

to determine the ESI-4 score without
estimating the resources required.

The study found that an AI-based
triage model can accurately and

independently identify patients with
triage levels 3 and 4 without

estimating resource use.

Susan W. Kim (51)
N= 100,123 Logistic regression The study aimed to determine the

accuracy of a disposition decision
made by an ED triage nurse as soon
as a patient presents to the ED, and
whether blood testing requested by

the clinicians improved the accuracy
of the model.

The model was able to predict the
likelihood of hospitalisation for 72%
of patients presenting to ED, which

is similar to the accuracy of the
nurse’s triage decision. Blood test
results had only a slight effect on

predicting patient admission.
Woo Suk Hong (52)
N= 560,486 patient A set of nine binary

classifiers was trained
with logistic regression,
gradient boosting, and

deep neural networks on
three types of datasets.

The study aimed to use gradient
boosting and deep neural networks

to model the nonlinear relationships
between variables in 560,486 patient
visits and present a low-dimensional
model that can be used as a clinical

decision support tool.

The study showed that machine
learning enables robust prediction
of hospital admission at emergency

department (ED) triage and that
adding patient history significantly
improves predictive performance

compared to using triage
information alone, highlighting the
need to include these variables in

predictive models.
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Table 3: Summary of the report on artificial intelligence (AI) applications in emergency medicine (between 2014 and 2022)

Population Methods Amis Outcome
Yoshihiko Raita (53)
N= 2782 ED visits Four models were used in

the study: logistic
regression with lasso

regularisation, random
forest, gradient-boosted
decision tree and deep

neural network.

The study used extensive ED visit
data to develop machine learning
models using routinely available

triage data to predict clinical
outcomes after ED triage

accurately. It also examined the
predictive performance of these
models compared to the model

using the traditional five-step ESI
algorithm.

Machine learning models were
found to be particularly powerful

in predicting outcomes of
intensive care and hospitalisation.

Tadahiro Goto (54)
N= 52,037 ED child visits Four models were used in

the study: logistic
regression with lasso

regularisation, random
forest, gradient-boosted
decision tree, and deep

neural network.

The study analysed nationally
representative visit data from ED

to develop machine
learning-based triage models that
predict children’s clinical course
after ED triage. It compared their
predictive performance with the

reference model, which uses a
conventional 5-level triage

classification.

The machine learning models
achieved higher sensitivity for

predicting the outcome of
intensive care and higher

specificity for predicting the
outcome of hospitalisation.

Xingyu Zhang (55)
The study population of 54,320 visited
patients.

Multivariable logistic
regression and

multi-layer neural
networks.

The study described and
compared logistic regression and

neural network modelling
strategies for predicting hospital

admissions or transfers after
initial presentation to ED triage.

The models performed well in
predicting hospitalisation of ED

paediatric patients, and accuracy
improved without the influence of

missing values. Logistic
regression and MLNN also

showed good predictive
performance. MLNN performed

better than logistic regression, but
logistic regression requires a
priori assumptions about the

relationships between variables.
Logistic regression and neural

networks showed similar
predictive power for hospital

admission in ED patients.
Chien-Hua Chen (56)
The study population was based on
data from 104,803 non-traumatic adult
visits ED.

The study developed four
models: the REMS, the

logistic regression model,
the DNN model with

word embedding, and
the DNN model with

paragraph vectors. deep
learning

The study used a deep neural
network model with word

embedding to learn the complex
clinical decision-making process

to contribute to dispositional
decision-making.

The study used the Deep Learning
modelling strategy to develop the
BiLSTM-CNN-based disposition
prediction model. The proposed

model better-predicted
hospitalisation and discharge

outcomes with a higher F1 score.

Marta Fernandes (58)
The study population was based on
two countries: the Portuguese and the
US data, with a total of 599276 and
267257 ED visits in the adult popula-
tion, respectively.

The study used logistic
regression with L2

regularisation, RUSBoost
and Random Forests
Regression bootstrap

aggregation of decision
trees to compare a

boosting classification
technique - RUSBoost -
and a more traditional

technique - LR.

The study used machine learning
to identify ED patients at high risk

for ICU admission.

An isotonic calibration model for
BIDMC that included clinical

variables and chief complaints
performed better, overall. A

multi-model combining clinical
variables and chief complaint for
HBA achieved a good specificity.
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Table 3: Summary of the report on artificial intelligence (AI) applications in emergency medicine (between 2014 and 2022)

Population Methods Amis Outcome
Disease and condition prediction
Thanh Vu (60)
A random sampling of 2,000 ED adult
patients

ML: SVM and RF DL:
RNNs and CNNs

The study proposed a machine
learning model to categorise

patients who come to the
emergency department with pain.

It has been shown that Deep
Learning models can compete

with or even outperform
conventional models.

Robert Lindsey (63)
Two stages: 100,855 X-rays were used
in the bootstrapping phase, and 31,490
X-rays were used in the second phase

Deep learning The study developed a deep
neural network for detecting and

localising fractures in X-ray
images.

The study showed that a Deep
Learning model can be trained to

detect wrist fractures in X-ray
images and improve the

diagnostic accuracy of emergency
physicians.

Jakub Olczak (64)
The study evaluated 256,458 X-rays of
the hand (including scaphoid projec-
tions), wrist and ankle with associated
radiologists’ reports.

The study selected five
common, freely available

deep networks: • BVLC
Reference CaffeNet

network (8 layers) • VGG
CNN S network (8 layers)

• VGG CNN (16- and
19-layers networks) •

Network-in-network (14
layers)

The study aimed to determine
whether standard Deep Learning
networks can be trained to detect

fractures in orthopaedic
radiographs. It also investigated
whether Deep Learning can be
used to determine additional

features such as body part,
examination view, and laterality.

The study has shown that Deep
Learning networks can be applied

to X-ray images of the skeleton
and that this also works for other

medical fields.

Dong-Hyun Jang (65)
The study population was 374,605 ED
visits

Neural network; The
three models of ANN are
a multilayer perceptron

model (MLP), a
sequential model with
long-term, short-term
memory (LSTM) and a

hybrid model

The study aimed to identify
optimised network designs of

ANNs for cardiac arrest prediction
in emergency departments and to

test the performance of the
trained networks.

The ANN model performed
significantly better in the study

than other classification
techniques, but the difference was
relatively small. This suggests that

the ANN model may be more
useful in other EDs where other

tools perform poorly.
U. Rajendra Acharya (67)
N= 260 samples Deep learning Neural

network; CNN
The study proposes a

deep-learning approach for
automatically detecting cardiac

arrhythmias, coronary artery
disease, and myocardial

infarction in ECG signals.

The proposed CNN model was
fully automatic, insensitive to

ECG signal quality, uses a tenfold
cross-validation strategy, and
requires long training times.

Cardiologists can use this tool to
diagnose ECG heartbeat signals in

the clinical setting, objectively.
Jesper Johnsson (69)
N= 939 patients participated in the
study.

Artificial neural network
(ANN)

The study used an artificial neural
network (ANN) to predict the

long-term functional outcome of
OHCA survivors using

background, prehospital, and
admission-centred data.

The study confirmed that the
machine learning model was

excellent at predicting
neurological recovery and survival
and also provided the opportunity

to determine the impact of the
intervention in different

subgroups.
Joonghee Kim (70)
N= 49,299 patients Six basic algorithms of

ML were evaluated,
including SVM, GBM, RF,
MARS, Lasso and Ridge

Regression.

The study aimed to evaluate the
performance of ML-based triage
tools in screening patients with

septic shock in ED.

The results showed that ML
classifiers have high

discriminatory power, even when
only baseline data are available,

and that they outperform
traditional scores.
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Table 3: Summary of the report on artificial intelligence (AI) applications in emergency medicine (between 2014 and 2022)

Population Methods Amis Outcome
Jau-Woei Perng (71)
N= 42,220 patients Deep learning: Convolutional

Neural Networks (CNNs).
PCA: traditional machine

learning algorithm Machine
learning methods: K nearest

neighbor (KNN), Support
Vector Machine (SVM),

SoftMax, and Random Forest
(RF).

The study used various machine
learning algorithms to create a

better predictive model to identify
patients at increased risk of sepsis.

In the study, CNN and SoftMax
showed the highest accuracy in
predicting mortality in patients

with suspected infection in a
hospital emergency department.

Joel En Wei Koh (72)
N= 100 patients ——- The paper presents a system for

separating PVD and RD in all
situations.

The study developed a novel
system automatically

distinguishing PVD from RD using
US images. It uses philtres, HOS

cumulants and LSDA and
achieves the highest classification

accuracy of 99.13%.
Shilpa J Patel (73)
N= 29,392 patient The study trained four

models with the training data
set: classification trees,

logistic regressions with L1
(LASSO) regularisation,

random forests, and gradient
boosting machines.

The study aimed to compare the
performance of four commonly

used machine learning
approaches in predicting the need
for hospitalisation for paediatric

asthma at the time of triage by
combining available clinical data

with weather information,
neighbourhood characteristics,

and community viral load.

The study developed a machine
learning model to predict hospital
admission for paediatric asthma
using only data available during
triage. The model was improved

by adding weight, SES, and
weather data. The result showed

that the best cut-off point for
predicting admission would be a
consensus-based decision at the

institutional level. In addition,
initial oxygen saturation was the

most important predictor of
hospital admission.

AI in emergency department
management
Qing Liu (76)
N= 321 critically ill patients —————– The study used the internet, 4G

communications, a local area
network, and other information

technologies to develop a system
that optimises the transmission

channel for medical information
and improves the success rate of

patient treatment.

The results prove that the system
can effectively improve the

efficiency and accuracy of first
aid. The triage efficiency of

wounded patients was improved,
and the new management mode

increased the survival rate.

Lin Wu (77)
N= 793 persons with STEMI and
478 control persons without
STEMI. Total: 1259

Neural network CNN, LSTM,
and CNN-LSTM

The study developed a neural
convolutional network, long-term
memory, and CNN-LSTM models

for diagnosing STEMI and
diseased vessels.

The study uses Deep Learning to
detect STEMI and culprit vessels
based on real ECG data, allowing

for more accurate remote
diagnosis.

Yamanaka S (78)
N= 10,741 Machine learning models:

logistic regression model with
elastic-net, random forest,
gradient boosting decision
tree, multilayer perceptron,

k-point nearest neighbor,
XGBoost, and an ensemble

model.

In the study, machine learning
models were developed to predict

difficult airways and first-pass
success with excellent accuracy,

and their performance was
compared with conventional

techniques.

The results show that machine
learning models can predict

difficult airways in ED and that
these models outperform

conventional approaches to
predicting intubation outcomes.
Furthermore, the models can be
used for practice and as teaching

tools.
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Table 3: Summary of the report on artificial intelligence (AI) applications in emergency medicine (between 2014 and 2022)

Population Methods Amis Outcome
Ward Whitt (79)
N= 443 days Neural networks The study aimed to develop a

method for predicting future daily
arrivals and hourly emergency
department occupancy rates

based on the recent past.

The study examined five
prediction methods for daily

arrival numbers and their
application to predict hourly

occupancy numbers. It was found
that the SARIMAX time series

model, which exploits both
exogenous variables (temperature
and holiday effects) and internal

dependencies, has the best
predictive power.

Rohaifa Khaldi (80)
A time series with mean equal to1545 The model combines

Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs) with a

signal decomposition
technique called

Ensemble Empirical
Mode Decomposition

(EEMD).

The study’s main aim was to
predict patients’ weekly arrival at

ED.

The results show that the model
used outperforms the

benchmarking models in terms of
approximation and

generalisability.

Milad Yousefi (81)
N= 1,095 consecutive days Deep learning Deep

neural network; ANNs
This study aimed to investigate
the factors that influence daily

demand in an ED and to provide a
forecasting tool in a public

hospital for up to seven days.

The study results show that the
proposed model performs better

than traditional forecasting
models in terms of R2 in

regression analyses and MAPE.
WAH HO (82)
N= 3081 Multiple Regression Predicting patient visits to the

hospital using search engine data
As a result of this study, the

quality of medical care can be
improved, which is especially

important in emergencies.
Sudha Ram (83)
The dataset for this study contains 464
845 785 general tweets and 1 315 390
asthma-related tweets.

Decision tree and ANN
techniques, Naive Bayes

and SVM techniques

The study used social media,
internet searches and air quality
data to build a model to predict
asthma-related visits to ED in a
relatively discrete geographical

area within a relatively short
period.

The analysis of the study results
showed that the

Twitter/environmental data
model could predict asthma ED
visits with an overall fairly high

accuracy.

Yong-Hong Kuo (84)
N= 12,440 observations The four modelling

approaches used in the
study were linear

regression (LR), artificial
neural networks (NN),

support vector machines
(SVM), and gradient

boosting machines (GB).

The study aimed to build
predictive models for estimating

patient waiting time based on
real-time and historical

operational data using machine
learning techniques and to show

that data-driven approaches
combined with the concept of

systems thinking can contribute
to better predictive performance.

The models were generally
superior to the linear regression
models, with a 15-20% reduction

in mean squared error.

NathanielR. Greenbaum (85)
N= 279,231 triage notes And qualitative
review of 150 patients

Machine learning-driven The aim of the study was to show
that machine learning, in

combination with an
application-specific ontology, can

help in the prospective
acquisition of structured data.

A contextual autocompletion
system was introduced in the

study to improve structured data
entry and ontology adherence
and to reduce data entry time.
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Table 3: Summary of the report on artificial intelligence (AI) applications in emergency medicine (between 2014 and 2022)

Population Methods Amis Outcome
Mohammd Samie Tootooni (86)
N= 147,859 An NLP-based mapping

algorithm
The study aimed to show that a

consensus-based validation
approach can improve human

judgement in practice and ensure
fairness in considering
misclassification and

misattribution.

The study proposed a novel
NLP-based heuristic algorithm,

called CCMapper, to classify
free-text main complaints into

one or more categories within a
predefined structured list.

David W. Frost (87)
N=101,174 ————– The study aimed to derive and

validate a text-based predictive
algorithm for frequent emergency

department visits and total
healthcare costs.

The study showed that machine
learning techniques could analyse
free text in GP electronic medical

records to predict frequent
emergency department visits and

high total system costs.
EMS: emergency medical services; OHCA: out-of-hospital cardiac arrest; MLP: Multi-layer Perceptron; RF: random forest;
AUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; AUPRC: area under Precision-Recall curve;

Table 4: An overview of the general concepts used in artificial intelligence (AI) ethics

Authors Concept Ref
Effy Vayena • In order to ensure data protection and privacy, MLm data acquisition must adhere to industry stan-

dards
• In order for MLm development to be successful, fairness must be upheld
• Transparency standards should be followed in the deployment of MLm

(120)

Meg Leta Jones • Digital Consent
• Improving Consent
• Automating Consent

(124)

Thomas Arnold • A comparison of designing AI systems for verification with testing less accessible systems
• Considering ethical principles when anticipating and planning actions
• Preventing manipulation of actions and principles
• Maintaining diagnostic vigilance and performing opaque self-examinations
• Integrating the ethical core into the organization to ensure ethical behavior
• Firewall compromise

(129)

Ryosuke Yokoi • Trusting AI
• In this study, AI was found to be less trusted than a human doctor in general, even when it learned and
recommended the treatment participants desired.

(17)

MLm: Machine Learning in medicine
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